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WHO HATH HEARD SUCH A THING!? 

12-Dec-06 

Dear Brother Allen 

     In a response to a member of this SDA-D, E-mail forum, one who attempted to grace you with 
more light on what appears in all quadrants of non-MSA Davidia to be the ever perplexing, obscure, 
and still mysterious doctrine of the 144,000, you gave a rebuttal.  Amazingly, after 76 years of Davidic 
confusion on this key doctrine, your anxiety appears to be a not-so-subtle cry for non-disturbance as 
you strive to continue in your lukewarm Laodicean slumber.  I am impressed that, in harmony with 
this modus operandi, you cited the following reference from the Rod:  

“The Primary purpose of the Shepherd’s Rod is to unlock the long-concealed mystery concerning the 
ever-challenging and much discussed subject of the 144,000 (Rev.14: 1), with the central object in 
view of bringing about among God’s people that ‘thorough reformation’ foretold by the Spirit of 
Prophecy (Testimonies, Vol. 8, p. 251).These truths, Divinely revealed…”  ―SR (pocket Edition, p.5: 
1&2)” Emphasis are yours. 

Your citation of this reference appears to suggest that you believe VTH gave a thorough accounting 
to define and describe the 144,000, the mission which EGW said was that of the “Elect of God”. How 
you harmonize such a thesis with the fact that no one in Davidia, except those who have studied it 
from the MSA, seem to understand the subject of the 144,000 is a matter of great curiosity.  Yet, since 
VTH acknowledged this to be his “primary purpose” and since you vaunt yourself as his student and 
acknowledge that primary purpose to be his, then why do you not desire to discern the answer to this 
“long-concealed mystery” pertaining to the 144,000 by following VTH’s command to examine every 
word in the Shepherd’s Rod Publication and by proving the entire message by the Bible as he 
commanded?  —see 5A, p. 29.  Why be a nominal supporter of the Rod; why not become a Davidian 
indeed by adhering to the Lord’s command relayed to us through VTH?  His command, cited in the 
Rod, yet, unequivocally expressed in Scripture which also clearly states our Davidic commission and 
says,  

“But thou, son of man, hear what I say unto thee; Be not thou rebellious like that rebellious house: 
open thy mouth and eat that I give thee…Moreover he said unto me, Son of man, all my words that I 
shall speak unto thee receive in thine heart, and hear with thine ears”  —Ezek 2: 8, 3: 10.   

Did you read it above?  Did you seize that key, 100%-Rod-validated, Golden-Bowl inspired, VTH-
advocated phrase, “All my words”?   This expression comes right out of the mouth of —not just VTH, 
our former Captain and angel of light, but — Christ our Higher-Ranking and ever-living General, the 
Lord Himself.  Do you feel that you have license to do as did the fallen angels who exalted Lucifer, 
their angel of light, above Christ, God’s Master General over all creation?  If not then, by what 
impulse have you become inspired to dismiss these overriding counsels to Davidia, the demands by 
the Lord to consume “all His Words”?  Do you not realize that to be sealed and escape the judgment 
of  Ezek Nine you must decry ALL abominations?  Could your failure in this regard be merely because 
the consumption of All His words will force you to expand your view of the Rod and compel you to 
become more educated?  If so, If this is indeed your demeanor, then why do you play the hypocrite 
by demanding of others to become more honorable than yourself by requiring them to embrace the 
favorite references in the Rod which seem to support your views.   If you can ignore the Rod’s counsel 
with impunity, then why cannot they?   

VTH cited the words of the Lord pertaining to the 144,000, words given him by the Lord, and he 
placed these words in the Golden Bowl as shown below.  However, many, choose to ignore these 
prophecies, statements which have come directly from the mouth of God.  These below five 
references clearly define and reveal the truth of the 144,000 as found in the Rod.  It is not too late for 
you and others to finally heed the Lord’s command and VTH’s counsel and “receive in thine heart” 
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all these words from the Lord.  I have listed five themes from the Rod to help you understand the 
144,000 “without a doubt”: 

1:  The Supper Feast: Luke 14: 
 VTH includes the study of Luke 14, the “Supper Call” in the Rod to elucidate our understanding of 
the 144,000.  In so doing, he shows that “None of those men which were bidden shall taste of my 
supper.”  This 144,000-defining, Golden-bowl aligning, General Christ-Himself describing, and 
VTH-abiding study clearly refers to the members of SDA church.  A careful perusal will illustrate 
several heretofore hidden facts about the 144,000. 

 The “None of those men which were bidden shall taste of my supper.” are the ones inside the “house” 
who rejected the call of their Davidian brethren and made excuses and spurned the invitational call, 
“Come for all things are now ready.” —see 8T, p. 56.  Thus you must discern that, if the Rod first took 
the message to the SDA church with a promise of zero success, then to whom is it to be taken secondly 
with great success?  And, if none of those excuse making men within the house who were first bidden 
are to be saved, then how can the 144,000 emerge from within the church when the Lord sends Davidia 
elsewhere after the church members are rejected. 

 VTH continues with his exegesis of Luke 14 by showing that the messengers with the supper-feast 
invitation will be next commanded to leave the SDA church, “the house”, so as to bring in the first 
fruits.  They will be commanded to “go out quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in 
the poor, and the maimed, and the halt, and the blind” (PMHB).  Clearly then the PMHB, being the 
first to receive the call and not the last to be evangelized, must represent the first fruits, the 144,000.  

 The Rod, when every word is examined, clearly shows from Luke 14 that there will be a worldwide 
evangelism.  This success will only take place in the final stage of Davidia’s commission.  That is, after 
Davidia, at the Lord’s command, leaves the Church to reap the PMHB and —quite surprisingly also— 
after they cease and desist from their work in the “streets and lanes of the city”.  

 The Rod, by quoting the Bible, clearly shows that only after these TWO events will they be 
commissioned to go to the “highways and hedges”.  Therefore showing the close of probation for two 
separate groups before the world is harvested: the house and then the inner cities.   

 Also we are shown that while they worked for the House, the SDA church, they were forbidden to work 
for the “streets and lanes” of the city and for the world, “the highways and hedges”.  Consequently, all 
in Davidia must now acknowledge that the first group to be successfully evangelized by the Rod, are the 
streets and lanes of the city, a people formerly not targeted by them.   

Thus each group must be mutually exclusive; however, the birth of the first fruits are reminiscent to the 
birth of Jesus, the newly born, 

2:  Babies in the Manger: Isa 66.  
  Isa 66: 4-8 is quoted profusely in the Rod; thus, it too, just like Luke 14, represents VTH’s commission 

and “primary purpose” to reveal the “long concealed mysteries” pertaining to the 144,000, even though 
many supposed Davidian leaders have failed to discern its brilliant luster, the below facts still shine 
forth: 

 In verse five it shows four personalities: (1) the speaker who is present with the brethren and who points 
to the soon return of the Lord.  He is clearly a man who could not be representative of the soon-to-come 
Lord, Himself, of whom he speaks.  (2)The next personality is the Lord who is promised to shortly 
return.  (3) The brethren who were cast out for his, the speaker’s—not the Lord’s— name sake.  (4) 
Finally, the evil brethren who “cast out”, or disfellowshipped the Davidians.  The text is quoted two 
bullet points below. 

 The speaker declares a message exclusively to the cast-out brethren who will hear.  The others, those in 
the church who cast out Davidians are excluded from his (David’s) ministry.  This clearly shows with 
Golden-Bowl validation that, just before the Lord’s return, a message is to be declared to Davidia, the 
cast-out brethren. 

 It is equally clear that the messenger is the promised son of David for to quote his very words, he declares 
to the cast-out brethren that they were persecuted for “my name sake”.  Davidians have been 
disfellowshipped for taking on the name of David, not the name of Christ.  Thus does the speaker 
declare, “Hear ye the word of the Lord, ye that tremble at his word: Your brethren that hated you, 
that cast you out for my name’s sake, said, let the Lord be glorified: but he shall appear to your joy, 
and they shall be ashamed.” 

 Afterwards, the cast-out brethren are given a VTH, primary purpose prophecy about the “long 
concealed mysteries” pertaining to the 144,000.  To show the mystery of it all, it says, “Who hath heard 
such a thing?  Who hath seen such things?  Shall the earth be made to bring forth in one day? Or 
shall a nation be born at once?  For as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth her 
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children.”  Clearly the message about the 144,000 is the message which David conveys to the cast-out 
brethren.  The little babies to be born in the manger, is a completely shocking surprise, for ‘who hath 
ever heard or seen such a thing’?     

 Clearly, this nation could not include the evil brethren who have cast out Davidians “for my name 
sake”.  For they are promised damnation at the Lord’s return as the text clearly states, “your brethren 
that hated you, that cast you out for my name’s sake said let the Lord be glorified, but he shall appear 
to your joy, and they shall be ashamed” 

 Finally, Isa 66 shows that the 144,000, the nation which is to be born at once, were heretofore never 
received by Davidia because they did not desire them, nor have they ever worked, travailed for 
them.  Thus does it read, “as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth her children.”   

Davidia had never travailed for them as she busied herself travailing for the Lukewarm Laodiceans, 
someone else’s baby, an evil child who has already been born again, baptized.  This theme also neatly 
corresponds with another Golden Bowl text, that of  

3:  Birth  in Babylon: Micah Four..    
Micah four, a Rod validated text set exclusively in the last days, the days centuries after the destruction 
of Jerusalem in AD 70, also facilitates the Rod’s primary purpose to unfold the “long concealed 
mysteries” pertaining to the 144,000.  It promised the “first Dominion” to Davidia, and the Kingdom 
to the Daughter of Jerusalem, Israel.  Thus confirming that which the Lord promised to His end-time 
disciples in Matt 19: 28 —also a Golden-bowl text.  It confirms that the Disciples indeed, or AKA, 
progressive Davidia, will rule and preside over “regenerate Israel”, the 144,000.  Therefore Davidia’s 
hopes rest in an honor which is higher than merely being included among the 144,000 —indeed, who 
hath heard such a thing as revealed below about this text: 

 Micah four shows Davidia suffering from the anxiety of being in false labor.  This could only     mean that 
she misunderstands the nature of her day when she gives birth and she also misunderstood her baby; to be 
more specific, her doctrine about the 144,000 is false and non-scriptural. 

 It also shows that David emerges to correct her; however, she repudiates the counsel of her king and instead 
strives to break rank and call on the Lord.  He rebukes her for her insubordination by saying, “Now why 
dost thou cry out aloud?  Is there no king in thee?  Is thy counselor perished?”.  Evidently, the Lord 
conveys that all her anxieties, especially those pertaining to the 144,000 can be resolved by heeding the 
counsel of David, her king. 

 She is told of the “unheard thing”, she is to leave the place of her current abode and go to the Sunday-
keeping churches, Babylon.  Then, she will give real birth from a real travail and labor. 

 She, the “Daughter of Zion”, will also then find relief from her tormenting mother, Zion, the SDA church. 
All these things are to occur before Ezek Nine.  Also, these things are surprising but must be done if   

4:  Thy Light Shall Break forth: Isa 58: 
Truly, VTH’s primary purpose was to disclose the identity of the 144,000, if only he could convince 
Davidia to read his work as he prescribed that they should by heeding every word.  Upon reading, 
then the long concealed mysteries of that number would also be unfolded to them from Isa 58, a text 
contained in the Rod and one which tells Davidia the key formula to win their long sought desire: to 
be brilliant, to have their light to break forth as the morning, as the followings facts show: 

 It shows that all of their sacrifices, their fast, the non-scriptural works which they do to please the Lord are 
unacceptable as they are done for the wrong reason: “…Wherefore have we fasted, say they, and thou 
seest not?  wherefore have we afflicted our soul, and thou takest no knowledge?...Behold, ye fast for 
strife and debate,…to make your voice to be heard on high.”  —Isa 58: 3 & 4. 

 It also shows a fast, a soul affliction, a sacrifice of self-will which they are not desirous to perform.  They 
are unwilling to leave the cozied place of their current abode, their house, in order to evangelize degenerate 
Israel, a people whom they do not desire.  Therefore the text reads:  “…is not this the fast that I have 
chosen?  To loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed go free, 
and that ye break every yoke?  Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that 
are cast out to thy house?”   

 Evidently, Davidians, according to the Lord in this text, are unwilling to deal their doctrines to non-
Adventists who are hungry for such teachings.  But when they are converted and choose this fast which 
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the Lord has chosen, He says, “Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall answer…then shall thy light rise 
in obscurity, and thy darkness be as the noon day.”   

Isa 58, Micah four, Isa 66, & Luke 14 are all Holy Spirit inspired, VTH pronounced, Bible validated, 
and Golden bowl contained text which the less than 100%-Rod only Davidians have simply chosen 
to ignore in their effort to uncover the “truths, Divinely reveal”, in the Rod pertaining to the 
144,000.  In so doing, they are not true Davidians, but true Lukewarm Laodiceans, for all true 
Davidians will not be ignorant; for they are 

5:  Pastors According to Christ’s Heart. 
Jeremiah three also shows the 144,000 as a people outside of Zion, the SDA church, who will be 
evangelized in the last day just before the Slaughter.  In fact the appeal is made to Israel and quoted 
in 1TG 12, a booklet, according to the title, devoted to the theme of the 144,000.  This appeal says,  

“Turn, O backsliding children, saith the Lord; for I am married unto you, and I will take you one of 
a city, and two of a family, and I will bring you to Zion.  And I will give you pastors according to mine 
heart, which shall feed you with knowledge and understanding.” — Jer 3: 14, 15.   

Thus the following facts prevail from Jer Three: 

 Prior verses uncovers more about this people called Israel: the Lord says He put her away and gave her a 
“bill of divorce”.  Bible history shows that this divorce occurred thousands of years before the SDA church; 
therefore, the Lord could not be describing her or her people.  Indeed, the SDA church has never been 
divorced from the Lord.   

 The Lord promised to give to Israel Davidian pastors or “Pastors according to mine heart” who were to 
feed them with knowledge and understanding.  Since the SDA church is the seventh and last gentile 
candlestick (light), then within her she must have the highest light or theology; therefore, these men of 
wisdom, these knowledgeable and understanding pastors, must be the righteous Davidians within her.  In 
mathematical vernacular, one group does not intersect the other: the Pastors and Israel are mutually 
exclusive as far as church affiliation is concerned. 

 Simply put, Israel, or the 144,000, men brought to Zion and given teachers, must be men who were 
formerly from outside of the SDA church, Zion. 

 Equally clear, the 144,000, when they are first harvested must represent a collection of men who are 
uneducated or devoid of knowledge and understanding..  The Rod and EGW bring forth this point:  

“In the last solemn work few great men will be engaged…The Lord has faithful servants, who in the 
shaking, testing time will be disclosed to view.  There are precious ones now hidden who have not 
bowed the knee to Baal.  They have not had the light which has been shining in a concentrated blaze 
upon you.  But it may be under a rough and uninviting exterior the pure brightness of a genuine 
Christian character will be revealed.” —EG White, Testimonies for the Church,  V5, p 80, 81, cited profusely 
in the Rod but carelessly under emphasized, if not ignored, by Davidians until the MSC. 

 Clearly, none in the SDA Church nor in Davidia could aptly be described as “hidden” or as members who 
have not had “the light which has been shining in a concentrated blaze…” on the Church.  For 76 years, 
both Davidia and the SDA church have had the light of the Rod shining upon them.  Since VTH quotes 
this EGW passage perhaps more than 10 times, there could be no excuse for any Davidian to have failed 
to read and integrate this as part of the every word in the Rod which they have been commanded to take to 
heart. Why have you not used it in your studies to define the 144,000?  

 Finally, the 144,000 or Israel, as they are called in Jer Three, must be the descendants of the ancient people, 
10-Tribe Israel, who were divorced from Christ almost 3000 years ago, showing that they spent three days 
and three nights in the belly of the whale, as captives to the nations who have oppressed them  

You have been given five Golden-bowl, Scripture-based prophecies which clearly and unequivocally 
unfold new meaning from the familiar theme of the 144,000.  None of these text, when read 
objectively and without bias, can be twisted to substantiate any other meaning of the 144,000 except 
the meaning given by the MSC.  Additionally, several other Rod-based Bible and SOP themes could 
be cited, but for now, these should be enough to convince you that the MSC, by divine provision and 
inspiration, is able to relay to you the fulfillment of VTH’s “primary purpose”. Therefore you should, 

“Ever have your ears open to any claimant of inspiration if you are not to repeat the history of the 
Jews.  God will not let you be deceived if you really hunger and thirst after righteousness, if you really 
want to know the Truth, for He is anxious that you keep up with His progressively revealed 
Truth.  There is therefore no danger for one to be deceived by coming in contact with error, but there 
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is a great danger for staying in darkness by not coming in contact with fresh Truth.  Inspiration’s 
counsel is thus:” 

“ ‘Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God’…”  —VT Houteff, 1TG 
12, p. 18 

Admittedly, VTH did not understand the full-present-truth meanings of these texts, but he never 
commanded us to walk after his understanding.  Instead, he commanded us to read all of his work and 
to prove it (with Scripture).  Yet, he did fulfill His “primary purpose”: He supplied us with the 
Shepherd’s Rod Publication and contained within that document is the clear and plain words of 
Scripture and SOP which accurately described the 144,000.  Indeed, he was truly a type of John the 
Baptist, for John, called the greatest of all prophets, announced the advent of the Lord but had little 
to no concept of the actual themes and realities of Jesus’ mission —see Luke 7: 19.  So all have cause 
to rejoice as even though these gems of truth were hidden in the SR Message and even though another 
servant was required to pull them out of the Bowl.  These facts do not conflict with VTH’s 
commission cited by you in SR p. e. 5.  This point is further validated by the fact that the very same 
reference which you employ also promised to yield a thorough revival and reformation, and its 
described mission as the Rod’s primary purpose as well.  Would any dare argue that the church, or 
even Davidia has reached that pinnacle of achievement: have we yet to be revived and 
reformed?  Evidently, just like the complete revelation of the 144,000, so also was the revival and 
reformation scheduled to be done in the epoch of the Rod and without VTH’s living presence.     

Finally, consider the below words VTH also left for our admonition: 

     “So before a person can climb the ladder of Truth, he must first of all free himself from erroneous 
theories, which keep him bound in darkness.  And to loose himself from such weights of error so as 
to reach the top step of the ladder of Truth, he must carefully investigate and ‘prove all things’ in 

                                                             Open-Mindedness.” 

     “ ‘Do not read the Word in the light of former opinions; but, with a mind free from prejudice, 
search it carefully and prayerfully.  If, as you read, conviction comes, and you see that your cherished 
opinions are not in harmony with THE WORD, do not try to make the WORD  fit these 
opinions.  Make your opinions fit the WORD.  Do not allow what you have believed or practiced in 
the past to control your understanding.’ —Messages to Young People, 260.” 

     “This prime necessity urgently confronts those who have been disposed to accept, as 
unquestionable Bible truths, theories which are the result of 

                                           Adding To and Taking From the Scriptures.” 

     “When the Spirit of God interprets the Scriptures, He does not in any way need to alter any part 
of Them in order to make the explanation fit that which is being unfolded.  When, moreover, the true 
interpretation of a prophecy is made, it always contains a lesson of present truth ‘adapted to the 
necessities of God’s people’ (the Great Controversy, p. 609) at the time the scripture is 
revealed.  Knowing this, Satan is continually 

        Paving the Way for Sinning Against the Holy Ghost” 

      “No one is lost for believing a false interpretation of a prophecy before the truth of it is revealed, 
provided the false interpretation does not draw him away from some other truth.  Such individuals, 
however, are in great danger because, as history reveals, very few who become thus involved in error 
are willing to humble themselves by renouncing their errors and accepting the truth when it is made 
known.  They are consequently in constant peril of sinning against the Holy Ghost.  And being acutely 
aware of this, Satan misinterprets the prophecies before they are divinely revealed.  He realizes full 
well that many, unwilling to be corrected and to exchange their errors for revealed truth, will thereby 
be led to eternal ruin.  All-important, therefore, is the need that the student of the truth fortify himself 
with all honesty and humility as the light of truth is now turned searchingly on popular theories.” —
―VT Houteff, Tr 5, p 6&7, underline of capitalized words as an emphasis has been added 

 

Sincerely, 

Derek.  
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